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There's a lot to know about computer science, including the core
subjects of mathematical logic, algorithms, programming languages,

operating systems, networks, databases, graphics, artificial
intelligence, and software engineering, among others. How a
Computer Works: The micro:bit Way is a novel text that will

introduce you to basic concepts of computer science through the lens
of a very small computing system called the micro:bit, a pocket-

sized, programmable computing device. While the book tells you all
you need to know to know to make the micro:bit an effective and
engaging tool, its main aim is to reveal the broad science behind

computing devices using the micro:bit. The purpose of this book is to
use the micro:bit to introduce you to the basics of computing systems
so that you better understand "what's going on under the hood". With
this book, you will acquire the skills and knowledge to master a
computer system, and to pursue computer science further with a
strong underlying understanding of the basic hardware. Simple

programs for the micro:bit can be coded in seconds with little prior
knowledge of computing. The micro:bit is embeddable, meaning that
it in small enough to be a part of the physical environment we live



in, where it can interact with you and the world around you. The
micro:bit is reactive, meaning that it continuously can sense the
environment around it (via its input sensors) and quickly react to

changes in the environment (by changing its outputs). The micro:bit's
can, for instance, control small robots. The micro:bit is networked,

meaning that it can connect to and communicate with other
computers. The book starts with a look at what computer systems are
and how they are represented. Then we move up a level to see how
they are programmed. Programming the micro:bit is done via a

website, so everyone can participate. With that knowledge, we can
delve into what makes systems reactive to their environment, and
then how devices communicate with each other. Advanced topics

such as machine intelligence are touched on in Chapter 5.
Throughout there are examples and exercises.
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